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Abstract

In the context of quark (as for lepton) mixing, we introduce the concept of the

matrix of unitarity triangle angles Φ, emphasising that it carries equivalent in-

formation to the complex mixing matrix V itself. The angle matrix Φ has the

added advantage, with respect to V , of being both basis- and phase-convention

independent and consequently observable (indeed several Φ-matrix entries, eg.

Φcs = α, Φus = β etc. are already long-studied as directly measurable/measured

in B-physics experiments). We give complete translation formulae between the

mixing-matrix and angle-matrix representations. In terms of Wolfenstein pa-

rameters, the invariant flavour-symmetric condition Det K = 0 (consistent with

both quark and lepton data) predicts cos Φcs = η̄λ2. We go on to consider briefly

the present state of the experimental data on the full angle matrix and some of

the prospects for the future, with reference to both the quark and lepton cases.

1E-mail:p.f.harrison@warwick.ac.uk
2deceased
3E-mail:w.g.scott@rl.ac.uk
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1. Introduction, Concept and Motivation

Following the pioneering early papers [1] on CP violation in B-meson decays, and the

tremendous successes of the B-factory experiments (see e.g. [2]), understanding of CP

violation within the standard three-generation (CKM [3]) scenario has continued to

grow. Nonetheless, on the key role of the unitarity triangles in the phenomenology, the

specific contribution of Aleksan et al. [4] and others [5] in effectively parameterising the

CKM matrix in terms of four unitarity-triangle angles, still merits further emphasis

and development. In the present paper, building on the above [4] [5], we introduce

“the matrix of unitarity triangle angles for the quarks”, Φ, as a useful conceptual (and

notational) advance in the study of quark mixing (as for the leptons [6]). Our angle

matrix (Φ) closely mirrors, and is in fact entirely equivalent to the complex mixing

matrix V itself (the CKM matrix [3]), but with the important advantage of being

at once both real and basis- and phase-convention independent. Section 2 gives the

explicit proofs of equivalence. Section 3 gives some relevant Wolfenstein expansions[7].

Concerning the complex mixing matrix V , it has long been appreciated [8] that

essentially all mixing observables (including the magnitudes of the CP -violating asym-

metries) are determined by any four independent modulii - up to, in fact, only an

overall sign ambiguity affecting all CP -violating asymmetries together in a correlated

way. Indeed, it is with this last proviso in mind, that we say that the matrix of moduli:

d s b d s b

|V | =
u
c
t









|Vud| |Vus| |Vub|

|Vcd| |Vcs| |Vcb|

|Vtd| |Vts| |Vtb|









≃
u
c
t







0.974 0.226 0.004
0.226 0.973 0.042
0.009 0.041 0.999





 (1)

is essentially equivalent to the complex mixing matrix itself (the numerical values of

the moduli [9] are displayed in Eq. 1 without their experimental errors, for simplicity).

To facilitate a comparison, we immediately introduce and display, on a similar footing,

the matrix of unitarity triangle (UT) angles for the quarks:

d s b d s b

Φ =
u
c
t









Φud Φus Φub

Φcd Φcs Φcb

Φtd Φts Φtb









≃
u
c
t







1o 22o 157o

67o 90o 23o

112o 68o ∼0o





 (2)

where the entries are positive internal angles. The row and column sums of the angle

matrix (Eq. 2) are all 180o, while of course the moduli (squared) in any row or column

of the moduli matrix (Eq. 1) sum to unity. Note further that the labelling of the rows

and columns is identical between the two matrices (Eq. 1 vs. Eq. 2), and we see that

the angle matrix already starts to “mirror” the mixing matrix, as advertised above.
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The mixing matrix elements, Vαi, represent directly the amplitudes for transition

between the up-type flavours (mass eigenstates) u, c, t in the rows and the down-type

flavours (mass eigenstates) d, s, b in the columns. We define the angle matrix entries

(Eq. 2) as the phases of the corresponding plaquette products Παi [10] (see Section 2):

d s b

Φ :=
u
c
t









Arg (−Π∗
ud) Arg (−Π∗

us) Arg (−Π∗
ub)

Arg (−Π∗
cd) Arg (−Π∗

cs) Arg (−Π∗
cb)

Arg (−Π∗
td) Arg (−Π∗

ts) Arg (−Π∗
tb)









. (3)

The minus sign and the complex conjugation are needed in Eq. 3 to convert from

external to internal angles, maintaining consistency with existing conventions.

To appreciate the labelling of the angle matrix (Eqs. 2-3) we recall that any uni-

tarity triangle is defined by the inner product of two given rows (or columns) of the

complex mixing matrix V . So here unitarity triangles are simply indexed by the sin-

gle (row or column) flavour label not featuring in the inner product. Then, with any

a) The   s-triangle’’   (b,d)=0

’’

u

o22

t

o68

c

o90

b) The   c-triangle’’      (u,t)=0

’’

b

o67

d

o23

s

o90

Figure 1: The indexing of unitarity triangles and their angles: a) The familiar row-
based (b, d) =: s-triangle and b) the closely similar (u, t) =: c̄-triangle. The indexing
of the angles follows from the flavour sub-amplitude opposite the angle (see text).

inner product comprising the sum of three sub-amplitudes, each corresponding to a

particular intermediate quark flavour (mass eigenstate) and to a particular side of

the triangle, we have that any angle within a given triangle is simply labelled by the

flavour label associated with the side opposite to that angle (see Figure 1).

It should now be clear that each row and each column of the angle matrix corre-

sponds to a particular unitarity triangle, whereby there are three row-based triangles

(labelled u, c, t, respectively) and three column-based triangles (labelled d, s, b, re-

spectively) giving, as is well-known, six unitarity triangles in all 1. Each row/column

then lists the angles of the corresponding triangle in (mass) order. Clearly we have

1The complex conjugate triangles d̄, s̄ . . . etc., formed reversing the order of arguments in the
inner products (e.g. the (u, t) = (t, u)∗ =: c̄-triangle, see Figure 1b), are not counted separately here.
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that each angle Φαi appears in just one row-based triangle and just one column-based

triangle, as immediately specified by its row and column indices respectively.

Given the inherent difficulty of visualising six unitarity triangles at once, each

sharing each angle with just one of the other triangles, we expect the Φ-matrix, as

the experimental focus (see Section 4) moves on after the B-factory era, soon to come

to be seen as the natural way to appreciate at a glance all the standard-model (SM)

weak-phases and their inter-relations, i.e. angles in common, relevant 180o sums etc.

Importantly, if incidentally, it also offers a simple and definitive naming convention for

the (SM) quark UT angles, to parallel that for the leptons [6], free of the arbtrariness

of prior nomenclatures (see Section 4) arising in the case of the quarks.

2. The Equivalence of the Mixing Matrix and the Angle Matrix

The definition of the Φ-matrix given in the previous section (Eq. 3) relies on that of

the plaquette products. Any given plaquette product Παi is obtained from the mixing

matrix V , by deleting the row and column containing the element Vαi to leave the

complementary 2 × 2 sub-matrix, or “plaquette” [10]. The plaquette product Παi

is then formed by multiplying the four elements of the plaquette together, with the

appropriate pair of diagonally-related elements complex conjugated:

Παi := VβjV
∗
βkVγkV

∗
γj (4)

where the indices are cyclically defined, i.e. in the columns, i, j, k (i 6= j 6= k) retain

the cyclic order of d, s, b and similarly for the up-type quarks in the rows (equivalently,

in terms of “generation number” we may write: j = i+1 mod 3, k = i+2 mod 3, etc.).

Such plaquette products Παi constitute the minimal non-trivial loop amplitudes

possible in flavour space [11], and are ubiquitous as interference terms in e.g. squared

penguin amplitudes, after summing over the intermediate flavour in the loop (par-

ticularly in the leptonic case, neutrino oscillations etc. [12], plaquette products have

also been referred to as “boxes”[13]). Thus Φ is seen as a “loop-space variable” [14],

relating to the complex mixing matrix V much in the way that, e.g., the observable

field-strength tensor F relates to the vector potential A in electromagnetism.

The matrix of plaquette products then takes the explicit form:

d s b

Π =
u
c
t







VtbV
∗
tsVcsV

∗
cb VtdV

∗
tbVcbV

∗
cd VtsV

∗
tdVcdV

∗
cs

VubV
∗
usVtsV

∗
tb VudV

∗
ubVtbV

∗
td VusV

∗
udVtdV

∗
ts

VcbV
∗
csVusV

∗
ub VcdV

∗
cbVubV

∗
ud VcsV

∗
cdVudV

∗
us





 (5)

where the pattern of complex conjugation is seen to follow in straightforward analogy to

the usual pattern of computation of a 3×3 determinant in terms of cofactors. Likewise
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the labelling of the Π-matrix entries is analogous to the labelling of the entries in “the

matrix of cofactors”, as encountered, e.g. in calculating a matrix inverse.

The plaquette products are basis- and phase-convention independent complex num-

bers. As is well known, all the imaginary parts are equal [15]:

−Π∗ =:







Kud Kus Kub

Kcd Kcs Kcb

Ktd Kts Ktb





 + i







J J J
J J J
J J J





 (6)

and furthermore define J , the Jarlskog CP invariant [15]. We remark that alternating

signs (±J) often encountered for the imaginary parts of the plaquette products do not

enter here, with the cyclic definitions specified above.

To establish an equivalence between the mixing matrix and the angle matrix we

still have to show that we can re-obtain the mixing matrix starting from the angle

matrix. We shall take it as given [8] that the matrix of mixing moduli is (essentially)

equivalent to the complex mixing matrix, and content ourselves in the first instance

with showing how to obtain the mixing-matrix moduli |Vαi|, starting from the angles.

We begin by defining, in terms of the Φ-matrix, a Sin Φ matrix:

Sin Φ :=







sin Φud sin Φus sin Φub

sin Φcd sin Φcs sin Φcb

sin Φtd sin Φts sin Φtb





 = J ×









1

|Πud|
1

|Πus|
1

|Πub|
1

|Πcd|
1

|Πcs|
1

|Πcb|
1

|Πtd|
1

|Πts|
1

|Πtb|









(7)

where the trigonometric function Sin must be understood to act independently on the

individual matrix entries as shown. From Eq. 7 the entries in the Sin Φ matrix are

clearly inversely proportional to the moduli of the plaquette products, |Παi|, which are

themselves each expressible as a product of four mixing-matrix moduli via Eq. 4.

Starting from the Sin Φ matrix (Eq. 7) and keeping the same (cyclic) definitions of

the flavour indices as in Eq, 4, we may now define certain products of sines, Ξαi:

Ξαi
:= sin Φαj sin Φαk sin Φβi sin Φγi (8)

mutiplying together the (four) Sin Φ entries in the same row and column as sin Φαi,

excluding sin Φαi itself. Clearly every mixing modulus-squared except |Vαi|
2 enters in

the denominator of the product Eq. 8, whereby the Ξαi must be proportional to |Vαi|
2.

The relevant normalising factor may be obtained by summing over any row or column

(or indeed over both rows and columns). It should now be clear that:

|Vαi|
2 = Ξαi / (

∑

β

Ξβi) = Ξαi / (
∑

j

Ξαj) (9)

= 3 Ξαi / (
∑

βj

Ξβj). (10)
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The equivalence of the Φ-matrix and the (|V |)-matrix is clearly established, taking the

positive square-root (In Eq. 9-10, both numerator and denominator are positive).

In a similar vein we may obtain the magnitude of the CP -invariant J :

|J | = 9(
∏

αi

Ξαi)
1/4 / (

∑

αi

Ξαi)
2. (11)

Of course in the case of the quarks, the “sense” of the unitarity triangles has already

been determined experimentally, so that J is anyway already known to be positive

for the quarks. While clearly the Ξ-matrix above carries no sign information, more

generally the Φ-matrix itself (and the SinΦ matrix) carries explicitly the sign of J :

J = 9
∏

αi

sin Φαi / (
∑

αi

Ξαi)
2 (12)

and the equivalence of Φ to the complex mixing matrix V is seen to be complete. We

will return to this point again later in connection with mixing in the lepton sector.

We may further remark that the normalisation factor in Eq. 9-10 is itself a non-

trivial flavour-symmetric observable [16] [17]:

∑

αi

Ξαi = 3 / (
∏

αi

|Vαi|
2) (13)

recognisable as (the reciprocal of) the product of all the mixing-moduli squared [17].

3. The Sin Φ and Cos Φ Matrices in the Wolfenstein Parameterisation.

Underlying the famous Wolfenstein parametrisation [9] [7] [18] of the CKM matrix, is

the apparent power hierarchy of quark mixing angles first remarked upon by Wolfen-

stein [7], by which θ12 : θ23 : θ13 ≃ λ : λ2 : λ3, where λ = sin θC ∼ 0.22, with θC ≃ θ12

the Cabbibo angle [3]. The corresponding hierarchy of Φ-matrix elements then follows

immediately, recalling our “complementary labelling” of the triangles and angles, and

taking the inner (dot) products in pairs of the rows or columns of V :

d s b d s b

|V | ∼
u
c
t







1 λ λ3

λ 1 λ2

λ3 λ2 1





 =⇒ Φ ∼
u
c
t









λ2 1 1

1 1 1

1 1 λ4









(14)

where we have worked initially here only with the bare powers of λ, for simplicity.

Notice that the centermost row and column of the Φ-matrix, corresponding to the

(t, u) := c and (b, d) := s triangles respectively, have all angles “large” as a result

of θ12θ23/θ13 ∼ 1 (hence Figure 1). Corresponding to the first row and column of
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Eq. 14, the u and d triangles have one small angle Φud ∼ θ12θ13/θ23 ∼ λλ3/λ2 ∼ λ2,

while from the last row and column, the t and b triangles have one (very) small angle

Φtb ∼ θ23θ13/θ12 ∼ λ5/λ ∼ λ4 (these various “long and thin” triangles are not shown).

Now using the full Wolfenstein parameterisation [7] in terms of improved pareme-

ters ρ̄ and η̄ [9] [18], we have, to lowest order (element-wise) in small quantities:

Sin Φ ≃ η̄







λ2 b b
g bg b
g g A2λ4





 (15)

where

b :=
1

[(1 − ρ̄)2 + η̄2]
1

2

, g :=
1

(ρ̄2 + η̄2)
1

2

. (16)

Notice that the Sin Φ matrix is proportional to the (signed) CP -violating quantity η̄.

We may now use Eq. 15 together with Eqs. 8 and Eq. 12 above, to recover the

usual Wolfenstein approximation for J :

J =

∏

αi sin Φαi

(
∑

α Ξαi)2
≃
η̄9A2λ6b4g4

(η̄4b2g2)2
≃ η̄A2λ6. (17)

The Cos Φ matrix similarly takes the form:

Cos Φ ≃







1 b(1 − ρ̄) −b(1 − ρ̄)
gρ̄ bg[η̄2 − ρ̄(1 − ρ̄)] b(1 − ρ̄)
−gρ̄ gρ̄ 1





 . (18)

A vanishing Cos Φ element implies a right angle in the Φ matrix, e.g. cos Φcs = 0 ⇒

Φcs = 90o [17] [19] (see Eq. 2), corresponding to the exact constraint:

η̄2 − ρ̄(1 − ρ̄) = 0 ie. ρ̄ = ρ̄2 + η̄2. (19)

We may remark that, while the Sin Φ matrix is clearly independent of a possible choice

to work with external rather than internal angles, the Cos Φ matrix would change sign.

The K-matrix is just J times the Cot Φ matrix:

K = J Cot Φ ≃
J

η̄







1/λ2 (1 − ρ̄) −(1 − ρ̄)
ρ̄ η̄2 − ρ̄(1 − ρ̄) (1 − ρ̄)
−ρ̄ ρ̄ 1/A2λ4





 . (20)

In a previous publication [16] (and see [17]) we have considered the possibility that it

is DetK which vanishes exactly (rather than cos Φcs as above). Eq. 20 readily gives:

DetK ≃ (J/η̄)3(1/A2λ6){[η̄2 − ρ̄(1 − ρ̄)] − λ2ρ̄(1 − ρ̄)} (21)
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which is valid for |η̄2 − ρ̄(1− ρ̄)| <∼ O(λ). Setting DetK exactly to zero then predicts:

cos Φcs = bg[η̄2 − ρ̄(1 − ρ̄)] ≃ λ2bgρ̄(1 − ρ̄) ≃ η̄λ2, (22)

i.e. we predict a small correction to cos Φcs = 0 above, such that cos Φcs ≃ η̄λ2 [17][16].

Concerning RGE evolution, it should be remarked that several authors [20] have

noted that of the four Wolfenstein parameters (λ, A, ρ̄, η̄) fixing the CKM matrix,

it is only the parameter A which evolves to leading order in the SM and MSSM [20].

We then have from Eq. 15 that, while mixing moduli |Vαi| and UT sides etc. definitely

should evolve, by contrast in the angle matrix Φ only the very small bottom-right

corner element Φtb ∼ A2λ4 should evolve significantly, so that the angle matrix Φ, at

least as regards its general appearance (Eq. 2) may be said to be largely invariant. We

do not consider RGE evolution any further here, only remarking that the angle ma-

trix Φ (Eq. 2) may already be revealing its basic form at the very highest energy scales.

4. Prior Nomenclatures, Current Results and some Future Prospects

As a prelude to discussing the experimental measurements, errors etc. on the angle-

matrix entries, it will be necessary to establish the correspondence with some of the

historical namings of UT angles, at least in those cases for which prior namings exist.

In particular, UT angles β, α, γ, also known as φ1, φ2, φ3, have of course already been

intensively studied theoretically and experimentally (the “switch” in ordering between

the Babar [21] α, β, γ and Belle [22] φ1, φ2, φ3 nomenclatures is well-known and perhaps

a little unfortunate, but can hardly be a cause of any major confusion). From our

definitions 2 (Eqs. 3-5) we have Φus = β = φ1, Φcs = α = φ2 and Φts = γ = φ3,

comprising the central column of our full Φ-matrix:

d s b

Φ =
u
c
t









Φud = βs = χ Φus = β = φ1 Φub

Φcd = γ′ = γ − δγ Φcs = α = φ2 Φcb = β + δγ

Φtd Φts = γ = φ3 Φtb = βK = χ′









. (23)

In the Bs-sector, the angle Φud (top-left entry in Eq. 23) is quite naturally seen

as the analogous angle to Φus = β in the Bd-sector, whereby one has Φud = βs [24].

Note however that since the direct measurements in the Bs-sector are potentially

very sensitive to possible new physics contributions, the more specific designation

2We note that UT angles in the literature [9] e.g. α, β, γ, are often defined in terms of ratios

of mixing matrix elements, e.g. α = arg(−VtdV
∗

tb
/VudV

∗

ub
), β = arg(−VcdV

∗

cb
/VtdV

∗

tb
) etc. [9]. The

definition of Section 1-2 (Eq. 3-5) with all four relevant mixing elements multiplied systematically on
an essentially equal footing, is of course entirely equivalent to those definitions in terms of ratios [9].
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βSM
s is also sometimes used [23] to indicate explicitly the SM contribution alone,

which ultimately defines our Φ-matrix here. Since Φud is often denoted χ in the

theory literature [25] we take Φud = βs = βSM
s = χ. Other notations have sometimes

been used (e.g. −φs/2 [24]) especially to denote the directly measured empirical angle

inclusive of any new physics (this distinction is far from academic [23] [24] as discussed

below).

To complete a set of four independent angles (clearly α, β, γ above are not mutually

independent) one might easily take Φcd, to complete a “Φ-plaquette” [12] (with Φus, Φcs

and Φud) enabling all other angles to be readily calculated, summing rows and columns

to 180o. We note that Φcd has been denoted γ′ := γ − δγ [26]. This latter notation

exploits the fact that the row-based c-triangle and the column-based s-triangle, being

otherwise independent, have the angle α in common (see again Figure 1). We may

thus write Φcd = γ− δγ and (equivalently) also Φcb = β+ δγ (since α+β+ γ = 180o).

As we will see, however, neither Φcd, Φcb nor δγ is necessarily an optimal choice to

complete the set in practice. Indeed, we will rather take Φtb (bottom-right entry in

Eq. 23) as our fourth parameter here [5], as will be discussed in more detail below.

Turning now to the experimental results themselves, as is well-known, a number

of direct measurements of the angle Φus = β in the Bd → J/ψKs mode have been

carried out over many years, especially at the B-factories [27] [28] yielding a world

average sin 2β = 0.684 ± 0.022 [30]. Ambiguities can be resolved [29] to give finally:

Φus = β = 21.58o ± 0.86o [30]. The combined decay modes Bd → ππ, Bd → ρρ and

Bd → ρπ yield: Φcs = α ≃ 90.6o±4.0o [31] [32] [30] (consistent with α = 90o as earlier

noted [17]). Direct measurements of the angle γ yield Φts = γ ∼ 70o ± 30o [33] [34]

[30] consistent with SM unitarity (α + β + γ = 180o). LHCb [26], followed by Super

Flavour Factories [35], can ultimately reduce the errors on the angles Φcs = α and

Φus = β by as much as a factor of four or so, with both projects vastly improving the

measurement of Φts = γ to reach an error of perhaps ±2o or better.

The angle Φud = βs = χ is in fact already highly constrained by existing indirect

measurements through SM unitarity constraints, giving Φud ≃ η̄λ2(1 + (1 − ρ̄)λ2) ∼

1.04o±0.05o using latest fits [30]. Direct measurements of Φud = βs in the B0

s → J/ψφ

channel are potentially sensitive to new physics contributions and indeed, combining

recent CDF-II [23] and D0 [24] results gives Φud = βs ≃ (19 ± 7)o, approximately

2.6σ from the expected SM value above. LHCb [26] is expected to make the definitive

measurent of Φud = βs, ultimately to better than ±1o accuracy. Such measurements,

if anomalies persist, may eventually need to be re-interpreted, possibly with reference

to a new/different angle matrix (or even several such matrices) relevant to the new

physics, after subtraction of the SM contribution above.
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Similarly, our best knowledge of Φtb ≃ η̄A2λ4(1 + λ2) ∼ 0.035o ± 0.003o

0.002o [30] comes

indirectly through SM unitarity constraints. Φtb is sometimes denoted βK [36] being at

least in principle related to CP violation in K0 mixing (and similarly in D0 mixing).

In the theory literature Φtb is sometimes denoted χ′ [25]. One chooses Φtb = βK = χ′

as the fourth primary parameter here, rather than Φcd = γ−δγ above, since δγ and βs

are anyway very nearly equal 3, due to the smallness of Φtb (note that Φtb = βs − δγ).

Given Φus, Φcs, Φud and Φtb above, all the remaining entries in the Φ-matrix can

now be determined in an obvious way, summing rows and columns to 180o. We find:

d s b

Φ ≃
u
c
t







1.04o ± 0.05o 21.58o ± 0.86o 157.38o ∓ 0.89o

66.82o ∓ 4.20o 90.60o ± 4.00o 22.58o ± 0.89o

112.14o ± 4.21o 67.82o ∓ 4.22o 0.035o ± 0.003o





 , (24)

where the main correlations are indicated by the signs on the errors. In Eq. 24 we have

padded the value of Φcs given above by an extra decimal digit, Φcs → 90.60o±4.00o, for

uniformity with the higher precision of the other input angles. Also, the asymmetric

error on Φtb quoted above has been (conservatively) symmetrised, Φtb → 0.035o ±

0.003o, for simplicity of presentation in the matrix (Eq. 24).

In the leptonic case the angles may be determined in neutrino oscillation exper-

iments. The measurement of at least one non-zero CP -violating asymmetry in the

leptonic case will be needed to determine the “sense” of the leptonic triangles (as

for the quarks, triangles are defined with the inner-product arguments in ascending

(cyclic) mass order, and the “sense” similarly from the mass-ordering of the sides).

The measurement will determine the sign of the leptonic J and hence the (common)

sign of all the entries in the angle matrix, so that row and column sums in the leptonic

case may sum to +180o as for the quarks, or possibly to −180o, as remains to be seen.

5. Concluding Remarks

In this paper we have introduced and developed the concept of a matrix of unitarity

triangle angles for the quarks, as for the leptons, showing that it carries equivalent

information to the complex mixing matrix itself, with the added advantage of being

basis- and phase-convention independent and hence fully observable. Each row and

each column of the angle matrix lists directly the angles of a specific unitarity triangle

(three row-based and three column-based triangles, making six unitarity triangles in

3Indeed one occasionally sees the c̄-triangle of Figue 1b with its two base angles labelled γ−χ and
β +χ [37] or (equivalently) γ−βs and β +βs [38] respectively. This is a good working approximation
in the SM since Φud = βs = χ ≃ 1.04o (Eq. 24) while δγ = Φud − Φtb ≃ 1.00o (Eq. 24) i.e. currently
indistinguishable from each other within the errors on the direct measurement of Φud = βs = χ.
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all, of which four have largely RGE-invariant shape in the SM and MSSM). Individ-

ual angles are labelled in a systematic, well-defined, physically-motivated way. The

marked hierarchy of the CKM elements, as reflected in the Wofenstein parameterisa-

tion, translates in the angle matrix into just two small angles: Φud ∼ λ2 and Φtb ∼ λ4.

The centremost row and column of the angle matrix each comprise all “large” angles

and correspond to the two most familiar unitarity triangles, which have been long

studied theoretically and experimentally already in the context of B ↔ B̄ oscillations.
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